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WHAT’S BEEN GOING ON AT ROUNDWOOD?

The last couple of months at Roundwood have
definitely been jam-packed! Our issue starts
with British Science week, held on the 14th-
18th March. The science teachers all dressed up
in amazing costumes and there were activities
held in SL1 every lunchtime- well done to both
the Science Department and the Curriculum Captains for an
incredible week.

Scott House charity week took place on the 21st- 25th
of March, with all the proceeds going towards those
affected by the invasion of Ukraine. The week included
cake sales, biscuit decorating and bunting. Thank you
to all those who took part and well done for all the
hard work put in by Miss Atkin and the Scott House
Captains (more on this on page 5).

We also saw Wendy Miller leave after 18 years at the school. She,
and her toastie making abilities, will be dearly missed. We wish you
all the best in the future Wendy! (turn to page 12 to read more)

Finally, we’re so excited to introduce a new section - student
written articles. Some outstanding students have tried their hand at
journalism, turn to page 19 to take a look.

Your Communication Captains,
Josie and Faith
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Meet the SLG
Head Boy: Zak Bruzas Head Girl: Charlie Soanes
Deputy Head Boy: Gabe Lamb Deputy Head Girl: Emma Craig

Wilberforce House Captains: Jess Field and Deniz Bekat
Extra-Curricular Clubs: Abdullah Al-Tann, Issy Moseley, and
Francessca Humphrey
Mandela House Captains: Annie O’Sullivan and Jamie Lilley
Environment Captains: Josh Hardern, Gabe Lamb, and Nissa Guy
Owens House Captains: Efe Kantar and Lauren Pagan
Wellbeing and Diversity Captains: Verity Hawkins, Ella Mo�att,
and Samah Mostafa
Scott House Captains: Ellen Graham and Aidan Thomas
Communication Captains: Josie Salmon and Faith Moss
GT House Captains: Millie Chauhan and Grace Shelton
Community and Events Captains: Leah Jay and Matthew Audis
Cadbury House Captains: Oskar Isaacs and Ralph Janes
Charity Captains: Leilani Arrow-Smith and Sophia Mills-Baker
Frank House Captains: James Grice and Emma Craig
Learning Captains: Freddy Francis and Summer Li
Curriculum Captains: Eve Duddy, Lauren Turnbull, Bahar Bayrak,
Amelia Thorpe, Lydia Gardner
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MEET THE EDITORS

The Park Times has recently been taken over by us,
your new Communications Captains, and this is our
first edition that we have written, edited, and
overseen. We’re both passionate about writing and
so we're so excited to get this role!

Hi I’m Josie and I’m in Mandela House. I study
English Lit, Maths and Politics at A Level.

Hi I’m Faith and I’m in Grey-Thompson House. I’m also taking English Lit
and Politics, as well as Psychology.

What do we do?

As Communication Captains our roles are split
between the Park Times and Social Media
Primarily, we’re in charge of writing and editing the
magazine, which we’re both really excited about.
We’re eager to grow the magazine and including
student written articles, so if you're interested just
email: parktimes@roundwoodpark.co.uk
The Social Media aspect of the role is running the
@rpshousesystem instagram, alongside the House
Captains and Heads of House, so please make sure to
go and follow it! We’re going to be posting all about
House events and goings on, as well as celebrating
important events, such as International
Women’s Day.
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                            HOUSE EVENTS
SCOTT HOUSE CHARITY WEEK

Scott House Charity week ran from the 21st of March to 25th of March,
with all the proceeds going towards those affected by the invasion of
Ukraine.

The week started off with forms decorating yellow
and blue bunting, in solidarity with Ukraine. There
were over a thousand contributions and over 70
metres were put up in the drama and maths blocks
and the canteen! Then the biscuit decorating
commenced, with students again demonstrating their support for
Ukraine.

Of course any charity week would not be
complete without the break time cake sales.
Scott put on a staggering performance every
day, with the stalls full of hungry customers.
The canteen also made an incredible
contribution. These beautifully decorated blue and yellow cupcakes were
sold in the canteen and the Sixth Form cafe to help support the cause.

On top of all this, Scott also organised a whole-school book
collection to be sent to Africa.

In total over £1700 was raised!
Well done to the Scott House Captains and Miss Atkin for such an
amazing week, and thank you to everyone who contributed and took
part!
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FRANK HOUSE LOGO
This year, Frank House Captains, Emma and James, have decided to redesign their
logo to make it more representative of their house values. They held an amazing
inter-house competition over Easter for all of Frank House to enter. Here are some
of the incredible contributions:

Olivia 7F                                Matilda 8F          Swathi 7F                           Amelia 12F
Keep an eye out for the new house logo which will be appearing soon!

OTHER HOUSE EVENTS
Some amazing house events were held over the last couple of months, including
house basketball, dance and trampolining! Well done to all those who got involved
and embraced the house spirit, and thank you for all the work put in by the PE
department to organise the events.
The results are in…
House basketball:                          House Dance:                 House Trampolining:
Year 7� Scott                                   1st: Mandela                     1st: Mandela
Year 8� GT                                       2nd: Scott                        2nd: GT
Year 9� GT                                       3rd: Owens 3rd: Scott
Year 10� Frank

HOUSE POINT ROUNDUP
As of the 10th of May- check out the Roundwood Park website for live updates!
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              CLUBS - SPORTS
Since this time last term, Roundwood Park community’s rising cricketers surpassed the
County qualifier, we’ve seen multiple successes on the football field, and members of the
trampolining squad returned to Roundwood with the utmost honorary status:
National Champions.

After winning their county qualifier on the 18th of March, the year 9 and 10 girls
cricket team went on to play in the finals: the Lady Taverners indoor
competition. On Wednesday afternoon in Queenswood, the RPS girls Cricket
team competed against multiple other schools, becoming Hertfordshire
runners up by the end of the afternoon, an outcome which Roundwood Park School are
immensely proud of.

Also, a massive, collective hats off to alumni member of the RPS
community, Sarah Mckenna, who is currently playing rugby in the
6 nations. Hopefully, watching a young woman who attended
Roundwood Park go on to achieve and raise the bar, provokes the
realisation that success is tangible. There are many opportunities
involvement in sport can bring and Sarah Mckenna is an example
of someone whose national success makes her a role model for

those who can relate to her on a local level.

National Trampolining:

Finally, Roundwood’s trampolining squad performed spectacularly, as ever, at the National
competition, with Roundwood’s aged 11-14 boys team winning in the national finals, with a
brilliant group display allowing them to become National Champions. Well done to all teams
in attendance.

“Successful and fun-filled weekend with these fantastic young people.” – RPS twitter.

Other important highlights from last term:

The Year 7 boys and senior girls both made district football finals, an amazing
accomplishment for both teams.

“Year 9 boys had a great run in the County Cup” - Mr Hunter.
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             CLUBS - MUSIC

The HASMA Concert:

The recent HASMA Concert, which took place on the 15th of March at the Eric
Morecambe Centre, involved an all-day rehearsal and a rewarding evening
performance, allowing Stage Band to showcase their commitment and musicality.
Many of the local Secondary schools’ musicians
joined us in accompanying singers from most
Primary Schools in Harpenden and the
surrounding area, all with the common goal of
putting on a lively performance. The Deputy
Headteacher at SJL was in charge and the
overarching organiser was the Herts Music
Association.

The event itself involves each school bringing sheet music for one piece, selected
(mainly) thematically: the theme this year was Science week. Roundwood’s piece, for
instance, was Hairspray, whilst St. Georges’ piece was Jurassic Park. The actual
performance took place at 7-8pm and all Headteachers were in attendance.

“There was a nice atmosphere… nice
community.” – E. Craig, year 12.

“You got to interact with other schools who
have a similar passion for music to you.” –
H. Hume, year 12.

For those thinking of joining Stage Band and partaking in similar future concerts, it is
on every Thursday lunch-time in MU2 and open to all year groups. Alternatively,
Training Concert Band runs simultaneously, alongside Stage Band, and allows for
those who are beginner level musicians to practise and build confidence.

Stage Band are currently playing a Queen medley, the Pirates of the Caribbean theme
song, and continuing with Hairspray, gearing up for the Summer Concert.
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CUR A
On Fiy  1s of Al,  sun f o co we ra t a “Cle Dy”, ery
orse d umd  or Wbe n Diry Can, Ela Mfft, Sa sa, n
Ver Hwis,  l a r e 13 se dis te: Jil, Tni, n Ahe.

Thi lat o dit d ran o dsi w tas er n i h , wi t
enagt o tt o c red  raon lin h sos ih r ut
bagd. A un-t, tut re te  xor  ar  tato cur se,
fo cri c a Ngi d Wa, s e n e p be.

The m ed 5, ab te n et: Ruw Pak’ n hi h. May  u
Six-rs u n  il h, it  r imt an sata ncun r o
yor uds. Te pan  ro de s e cs e g, wi h-wan l of
yo po’s at to nin penon  h ut idt he sa w, in
fil an  pic fis, o in r.

Unesd difft ut ens e R Comt o pn isman a pte
bo t leto  ur ffen n he rac  olrag pi h.

In or  urr mo cuv, we’ k o k u, w is Cre D pon  yo?
Ple on’ sa t ed   em (pat@rowor..uk) , esal f u ne

cur a r wo’v id  ad  sot w ma  fad (ih min)  he t
is!
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 LOCAL COMMUNITY
YOUNG ENTERPRISE - MAGENTA TOTES

“Our product is eco-friendly tote bags which are ethically sourced. We believe
our tote bags are better for the environment than plastic bags, especially single
use plastic bags.” – Molly C, excerpt of the article they plan on sending the
Herts Advertiser.

“We use our creativity to design our bags using a software called Canva. All of
our team members contribute unique and original designs, which we have
presented in a catalogue for customers to view. We then print them and heat
press them ourselves with our personalised and differentiated labels. The bags
are then packaged (with minimal packaging to benefit the environment) and
delivered to our customers. Our bags also range to tie dye, hand painted,
patchwork and customised designs, all created by our team.

We work quickly to produce our bags to ensure customer satisfaction and an
organised, reputable company.

Our organisational skills are shown in this, as we have a fast-paced production
line from printing, cutting, heat pressing, packaging and distributing our
products. We sell our bags on our website yemagenta.com where we have deals
and discount codes which can be found on our Instagram’s. 100s of bags have
been sold to students and teachers at our school and at trade fairs like the
Harpenden Lights fair where we sold all of our stock and won best trade stand.
We are soon going to more trade fairs, for example Milton Keynes and Herts
County fair.

We have even made customised bags for our town mayor, Paul Cousin.” – Molly
C, excerpt of the article they plan on sending the Herts Advertiser.
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Othe� thin�� goin� o� i� ou� loca� communit�:

Ma�:

15th - Sustainability Market

16th-22nd - Dementia Action Week

This will be hosted in Memory lane cafe and aims to be an informative
event that raises awareness of how we can better help those who suffer
with dementia.

22nd - Farmers’ market

Jun�:

18th - “Art on the common”

This two-day charity art fair is a “unique open-air event” and will be an
opportunity for young artists to connect with others and potentially
seek inspiration.

Jul�:

1st-3rd - The Luna Cinema (returns)

This year, once again, there will be multiple movie screenings on
Harpenden common, on consecutive summer evenings.
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On Friday the 25th of March, the beloved icon that is
Wendy Miller moved on from Roundwood Park School,
onto new opportunities.
During her time serving in the café (nine of the
eighteen years she worked at our school for), Wendy
made and sold delicious toasties, paninis, and hot
drinks, purchased and enjoyed by many students.
However, in addition to the food she served, it was her
friendly, warm aura and investment and genuine
interest in the sixth-form students, as well as her
easy-going nature, that she was renowned for.

Wendy told us that she was there as the café worker, but also as pastoral care; that
she was also a friend. She was such a help during the transition period into Sixth
Form and we can only imagine how much the year groups above ours, who knew her
for the entire two years of their sixth form experience, will miss her as well.

It is clear from the winding break-time queues and leaving video put together by
both current Sixth Form members and alumni (which was organised by Charlie
Soanes) that for many students, Wendy’s aim to be a friendly face was achieved and
exceeded: she was well-loved by students and staff alike.

Wendy – you will be missed and we wish you luck with whatever it is you do next.

‘I’m going to miss everybody and my time here is mostly amazing. I’ve felt very loved
and valued by the kids. That, for me, is the bit that’s important’

‘I enjoyed being the Sixth-form mum’

‘I’ve got no training [ for the pastoral care part of the role] so sometimes I think God I
hope I’m doing/saying the right thing’

‘We’re really sorry to lose Wendy, she’s irreplaceable and an absolute legend’ Mr Henshall
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CURRENT AFFAIRS
Opinionated piece - any views are of that of the writers and not the

school.
Party-gate

You will probably have overheard the term ‘Party-gate’ a lot recently; seen it
in bold lettering across the top of the newspaper your parents leave on the
kitchen table. As many of you will have gathered, this buzzword refers to the
political scandal in the UK, in which Johnson and members of his party, as in
political party, organised and attended multiple parties, as in social
gatherings during a global pandemic. Whilst the situation in Ukraine may
have, rightfully so, slightly overshadowed the national uproar and mass
questioning of whether it is “one rule for them and one rule for us”,
overshadowed is not synonymous with erased. Therefore, once published, the Sue Gray
report revealed that those photographed at parties had, in fact, attended said parties. Having
denied breaking lockdown rules on the 1st, the 7th, and the 8th, Boris Johnson, Carrie Johnson,
and Rishi Sunak were all issued with a fixed penalty notice by the MET Police on Tuesday the
12th of April. Despite the somewhat surprising revelation that Johnson is the first UK Prime
Minister to break the law whilst serving in this role, both Mr Johnson and Mr Sunak rejected
the calls for them to resign.

Local elections

On Thursday the 5th of May, local councils were up for grabs.
Often, people will try to predict the results: the national issues that
may dictate how people vote on a local level. Be it party-gate, or
incidents of parliamentary misogyny; the cost-of-living crisis, or
other recent controversies, many factors were predicted to be
influential in the 2022 local elections, with what Patterson,

political correspondent for Sky News articulated as, “the Prime Minister’s relationship with
the truth”, being something that has largely bruised the Conservatives’ reputation of late. You
can search for the results in your local areas on BBC news.

So, why should we care about local elections?

Some people believe that the outcome of local elections arguably impacts everyday life, as
local councils oversee a range of things, from looking after local libraries, to monitoring
waste collection. In researching the role of local councils, I myself discovered their input in
our communities is far larger than I initially assumed.

In addition, there is a “broad-brush correlation” between parties doing well in ballot boxes
and local elections and broader support for the party at a national level. However, local
elections are not entirely indicative of how well a party would do at national level.
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The cost-of living crisis continues…

Perhaps you witnessed the awkward snapshot of the Good Morning Britain interview, in
which Boris Johnson asked Susana Reed, “Who’s Lorraine?”, as in the TV presenter Lorraine
Kelly, as the camera panned out. However, the main thread throughout the interview was
Reed presenting Johnson with a real-life example of
someone living through the cost-of-living-crisis.

Many of you will perhaps have heard people around
you tutting about the increase in energy bill prices, or
seen concerned expressions on the faces of parents
filling up the car with fuel. In short, the cost-of-living
crisis refers to these micro increases in prices which
have caused a sweeping, macro issue across the UK,
often referred to as the decision between “heating or eating”. Whilst we are privileged to live
in an affluent area and many of us are fortunate enough to be able to afford the basics, the
reality for many people in the UK, is that they are struggling to afford the bare essentials
that we take for granted. The interview conducted by Susana Reed was therefore an
eye-opening insight into the daily struggles many people are facing, with Elsie, the individual
referred to, being tragically tied to using her 24-hour-bus-pass in order to stay on a bus,
because that for her is a warmer alternative than sitting in a home that she cannot afford to
heat. This is happening in real-time, in our country and whilst Elsie is an elderly individual,
there are also millions of people, people of our ages, secondary school aged people, Sixth
Formers, people aged 5-years-old, without the fundamental human right of warmth and
food.

From the more macro angle, Sunak, our country’s Chancellor of the Exchequer, who is in
charge of how we spend the UK’s money, has now been warned the country is headed for a
recession, caused by this cost-of-living crisis, but the Guardian have stated he is currently
“reluctant to act”. The next few months will be critical to the future of these individuals,
families, and communities, as we continue to observe the action or potential inaction taken
towards helping those in poverty.

       Elon Musk

On the 27th of April, the future of the social media platform that is infamous for
allowing people to communicate in short tweets was bought by Billionaire
Elon Musk for $44 billion. There has been much speculation on the reasoning
behind the takeover, with the CEO of Twitter himself saying he didn’t really
know why the billionaire had bought Twitter and Musk’s main argument being
that he wanted to retain “freedom of speech”.
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As democracy and social media are now increasingly intertwined, Musk’s ownership of
Twitter can be a concerning concept. The prevailing question is, do billionaires have too
much power?

We all want the autonomy to be free-thinkers and to voice our opinions on platforms like
Twitter, but is this view that relaxing the algorithm will create a utopian Twitter naive? Many
of Twitter’s monumental 217 million users are in disbelief that simply owning the platform
will achieve Musk’s aims. Whilst many people agree that some Tweets and accounts have
become hostile and the platform could be “nicer”, lots of these people, ironically, seek to
further regulations in order to solve this, not reduce them. Is a more hands-off approach, in
which people are “free” to speak their opinions with less limitations from the app actually
repressing minorities?

Roe Vs. Wade

Roe Vs. Wade is the bill in the US that prevents an individual state’s lawmakers from making
abortion illegal. Recently, a Supreme Court draft bill proposing to overturn (get rid of) this

Bill was leaked. Some saw this as an act of ‘judicial
activism’, meaning that the Supreme Court, who are
the highest judges in the land, are perceived by
some, to be abusing their stand and authority to
push their own beliefs onto millions of women. In
many states, the abolition of Roe Vs. Wade would
mean a partial or total ban on abortion.

The Court has confirmed that “this draft does not represent a judgement, nor the final
position of any judge”, however, platforms such as Tiktok and Twitter alike, have seen users
step up to voice their concerns regarding this draft bill, because the implications of it are so
large.

*If you are ever feeling overwhelmed by current affairs*

There is so much ‘good’ going on around us too. It is important that whilst staying politically
aware, we don’t become hyper-fixated on political issues and the scary things happening in
our world right now. The war between Russia and Ukraine is the first (from a Eurocentric
lens) major war happening near us that we have been able to view in real-time through a
glass screen. Do use your phones to keep up to date with the conflict from reliable sources,
such as the BBC, but remember to take breaks from the News, especially if it’s starting to
weigh down on you. That being said, the following page addresses the issues

Thank you :)
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WORLD NEWS - UKRAINE
How did we get here?
Ukraine was part of the Soviet Union, meaning it was very much within Russia’s influence.
After the end of the Cold War, Ukraine gained independence (as did lots of other regions)
and had routes of support from both the East and the West. Due to this, there has been a
“tug of war” over the course of three decades. In 2013, there was a push for Ukraine to forge
closer ties with NATO and the EU. Putin didn’t like this, because Russia is an authoritarian
regime, so sees the Western democracy we have as a threat to his power. Many believe that
Putin hopes to rebuild the ‘Iron Curtain’ that the Soviet Union possessed in the cold war.

Crimea

In 2014, Russia invaded and annexed Crimea, which had previously
belonged to Ukraine. After a disputed referendum held during the
Russian occupation , which indicated overwhelming support to join
Russia, Crimea declared their independence from Ukraine. Crimea is
when the international crisis of Ukraine began -as tensions once
again rose - East Vs West

Some recent updates (as of the 7th of May):

Over the course of the last week, hundreds of people have been evacuated from Mariupol, to
escape the relentless, destructive bombing. Many people were hiding in a bunker inside the
Azovstal steel plant (a factory where steel is made). The steel plant, where the city's last
defenders had been holding out was bombed, was anticipated to be a target due to its
economic significance.

On Tuesday more than 100 of the people fled their bunker and managed to reach the safety
of a shopping centre car park in Ukrainian-held Zaporizhzhya, having been granted passage
in an agreement with Russian soldiers.

Mariupol is among the most battered cities in Ukraine and the Azovstal site.
Keywords:
Soviet Union - A group of communist countries in Eastern Europe and Asia; ‘satellite states’
under Russia’s control between 1922-1991

Cold War- A war involving no conflict, the one referenced here took place between the USSR
and USA from 1945-1991 (the exact end is disputed).

NATO- A security allegiance of 30 member states - if one country is attacked the rest will
respond.

Iron Curtain- A phrase first used to describe the sphere of Russian influence created by the
Soviet Union in Eastern Europe during the Cold War.
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Shirley Chisholm was the first African American
woman to be elected to US congress (in 1968).
She was a pioneer for her generation, and an
inspiration for many to come.

Chisholm was born in 1924, and grew up in Boston, New York as the
daughter of a seamstress and a factory worker. She attended a
prestigious school and excelled academically. After qualifying as a
teacher, she worked in childcare, where she first developed an
interest in politics.

She served in the New York state assembly, and then made history
in 1968, when she was elected to US congress. During her time in
office, Chisholm served on the House Agriculture Committee,
where she worked to expand the food stamp programme.
Legislation she introduced focused on gender and racial equality,
and ending the Vietnam War.

Chisholm became the first Black candidate to seek a major party’s
nomination for President in 1972, when she ran for the Democratic
Party’s presidential nomination (becoming the first woman to do
so). After an unsuccessful bid, she continued in serving in the House
of Representatives. She then retired from congress in 1983.

Chisholm was posthumously awarded the Presidential Medal of
freedom in 2015.
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PUZZLE PAGE

SUDOKU

Capital Cities Guess the
Anagrams: Flag:
1. Hasten
2. Open Change
3. Rubs Less
4. Mat Dreams
5. Coria

Riddles:

1. If your uncle’s sister isn’t your aunt, what relation is she to
you?

2. I have branches, but no fruit, trunk or leaves, what am I?
3. I have cities, but no houses. I have mountains, but no trees. I

have water, but no fish. What am I?
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STUDENT ARTICLES

Turn the page for some amazing articles written by the
students of Roundwood Park

Do you want your writing to be featured in the next edition?
If so, email your article to

parktimes@roundwoodpark.co.uk
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Subscription-Based World
By R. Jones yr 9

Have you noticed recently, there are a lot of new subscription services?
Netflix, Amazon Prime, Disney+. These are just a few, and more and
more are springing up every year. If you look around before the 2010s
then there are barely any subscriptions. These companies are filling
their services with exclusives. Look at Disney+ for example, there are
loads and loads of series and films that aren’t able to be bought. You
need Disney+ to watch them, this means a lot more people want to get
Disney+ just for those exclusives. The Subscription-Based business
model has become a lot more popular recently. It is a way for
businesses to get more value out of their films and TV shows. When
you buy something, you can re-watch it as many times as you like. With
a Subscription you must keep paying to re-watch it. In the long run, the
company makes more money than they ever would from selling you
something. Nowadays, with nearly every TV show and film on one of
the Subscription services. Usually people need to have more than one
to see what they want. With other companies seeing the successes of
the Subscription Business Model. More and more things are
transitioning to this way. Apple TV now has a streaming service, ITV &
BBC have BritBox, and even games are having a taste of it, with
Xbox’s GamePass. This is the way the industry is moving…We are
truly living in a Subscription-Based World. The true question is how
much more will this Subscription Business Model spread, how will other
industries react? And could this be the death of cinema?
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What is more important, animals or music?
By J. Lee yr 7

Both animals and music are important and many people find joy and love in
both of them, but which one is more important? Which one could we survive
without, if any?

There are many people on earth who love animals; they are cute, loveable
and important for nature and the planet, but would we be able to live without
them? Of course there's the obvious things, like we wouldn’t be able to
survive without bees, as they pollinate flowers for us to breathe, but why
else? Lots of people adore animals, particularly pets. They can calm anxiety,
release stress, help us get exercise, keep us company and are great to
cuddle and play with. They provide unconditional love, and keep humans
happy, as well as entertained. Animals also do amazing things for the planet,
such as bees pollinate flowers, beavers build dams to reduce flooding and
wildfire damage and elephants provide water for other animals in the heat.
To add on to this, some animals work as therapy animals and are taken to
settings such as hospitals or care homes to help people.

On the other hand, humans also love music. Many people find music a way
to express themselves. Whether it's playing the piano at a concert, or
singing to your favourite song in the car, music also provides happiness, and
can help your mental health and calm you down. Studies have shown that
music elevates your mood, eases pain, reduces stress and even makes your
blood flow more easily. Music has always been around, all cultures create it
and babies start dancing to it very young, so it must be naturally important to
humans. It is not just animals used as therapy, there is also a type of therapy
called music therapy, which helps people suffering with depression or
anxiety.

In conclusion, both music and animals are important. Personally, I think life
would be difficult without either of them. I play the piano and saxophone, and
have 2 guinea pigs, so I know you can find pleasure and joy out of both of
them.
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Kopi Luwak/Civet Poop coffee
By J. Elgarhy yr 8

Kopi Luwak is one of the most expensive coffees out there. Although there
are more expensive coffees in the world, Kopi Luwak still holds the
Guinness world record for the most expensive coffee. A cup of Kopi Luwak
is $30- $100 and a pound is around $100-$600. The bigger the price, the
bigger the deal. But, is Kopi Luwak really worth it? Does it taste nice? Do
people really drink it?

Kopi Luwak comes from the Indonesian word for ‘Civet Coffee’. The coffee is
made from collecting the droppings of an Asian palm civet after ingesting the
coffee cherries. The undigested seeds are collected, cleaned up, roasted,
brewed and drunk. Other names for Kopi Luwak are ‘ Ferret coffee’ or
‘Weasel coffee’. When the civet excretes the seeds the produced coffee is
less bitter, smoother and more delicious. But, how did anyone ever find out
about this? Is it the real deal?

The origins of Kopi Luwak began in the 19th century when Dutch colonists
came to Indonesia. When they found good land and labour, locals began
growing coffee seeds for them. When the people noticed the civets eating
the seeds, they found their droppings were of the unchanged seeds.
Someone decided to collect them, wash them, roast, grind, and brew them
and claimed it was delicious. When the Dutch saw its value, they began to
export the seeds.

In 2003, Oprah Winfrey brought the coffee
to more people's attention when brewing
some on TV and in the 2007 film ‘The
Bucket list’ Kopi Luwak was really
highlighted in it.

People were drawn to Kopi Luwak because
they wanted to try something new and exciting. They had the desire to try
something dangerous but also kind of safe. Up to this point, production of
Kopi Luwak was slow and hardly any was sold per year when all of a sudden
there was a huge demand for it and people were willing to pay very high
prices. The way suppliers could deal with the demand was in two different
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ways. The first way was through fraud. People would manufacture cheap
coffee and sell it as Kopi Luwak. Fraud was a common way then and it
wouldn’t have been rare to sneak coffee off other countries illegally. The
second way of dealing with the demands of Kopi Luwak was rounding up
Asian palm civets and engaging them. The civets would be force fed just the
coffee seeds. A single civet could produce around 14 kilos of seeds over a
course of coffee season. They had to stay in very small and dirty cages and
were forced into an unnatural diet.

BBC wrote an article in 2013 about ‘Civet
cat coffee's animal cruelty secrets’ where
they talked about the animal cruelty that
civets experienced producing one of the
worlds most expensive coffees.

Tests could be carried out to find if Kopi
Luwak was really Kopi Luwak by
assessing the aromatic compounds in the coffee and seeing if they match
those of Kopi Luwak. Tests like these were hardly carried out though. Civets
would usually eat only the ripest seeds and when they were swallowed by a
civet a special fermentation occurs when combined with the civets diverse
diet. Kopi Luwak was also proven to have lower protein content than before
swallowed. The lower protein made the coffee have a less bitter taste.

But, is Kopi Luawk really worth it? People who have blind tasted the coffee
say that the coffee didn't taste that special and was just like ordinary coffee.
Kopi Luwak is a distinctive type of coffee and although it has a very
eccentric story, the amount of cruelty and fraud that was used to produce it
is very huge and despairing. Even if Kopi Luwak is the most delicious coffee,
and I doubt it, I don't think it's worth it for the cruelty the animals went
through and I would like to spread the message to never encourage animal
cruelty.
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Should products be tested on animals?
By L. Hykaj yr 7

Should we use animals as a testing tool? The easy answer to this should be
a no. Many cosmetics brands decide to test their new products on animals,
to make sure they’re going to be safe on us humans. They’re basically social
experiments at this point. But first of all, we need to learn what is animal
testing?

Animal testing is when, animals are exposed to chemicals and unfamiliar
sources, and fluids such as drugs, adding on a new gene or DNA,
starvation, burning and wounding skin to study the effects of it etc. Obviously
all of this is displeasing, and shouldn’t be tested on animals.

Some common animals that are used to be tested on are rodents such as
rats, mice, hamsters, guinea pigs. Fish and farm animals, rabbits and dogs.
And sometimes monkeys, locked up in a cage, confused.This causes the
population of these animals to decrease, and one day who knows…they
might be extinct if we don’t try and stop it. Some very popular brands are the
cause of this. Such as: Johnson & Johnson, L’Oreal, Estee Lauder, MAC,
Colgate, Bobbi Brown, and many more. Though some have started to stop
this. Now as you saw, these brands are worldwide and some people have
stopped using them, due to this the brand will stop making products,which
leads to less animal testing. More than 100million animals are hurt in the US
a year.

So to wrap all of this up, I think you quite understood my point.We need to
try and spread awareness!
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The Carnegie Challenge
By R. Godwin yr 7

The Carnegie shortlist is a collection of eight books. The judging panel
comprises 12 children's librarians, all of whom are members of CILIP's
Youth Libraries Group (YLG). The shortlist is announced in March and the
winner in June. School children all over the country take part in the
shadowing which is where we read all eight books and discuss them. Then
all together we vote for our favourite and that is crown the shadowing
winner. Anyone from year 7 to year 11 can enter and Miss Craig the school
librarian runs the competition for our school. Once you have finished reading
a book you can write a review and it will be posted on the Carnegie
challenge website. Last year's winner of the shadowing competition was run
rebel and the one voted by librarians looked both ways.

The books nominated this year are:
- Cane Warriors, Alex Wheatle
- Everyone Dies Famous in a Small

Town, Bonnie-Sue Hitchcock
- October, October, Katya Balen
- Guard Your Heart, Sue Divin
- When the Sky Falls, Phil Earle
- The Crossing, Manjeet Mann
- Tsunami Girl, Julian Sedgwick
- punching the Air, Ibi Zoboi and

Yusef Salaam
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How was sport invented?
By C. Egan yr 7

We all know what sports is, but do we all know how it started? Sports go
back thousands of years and early sports were usually used to train for
wars, and for hunting, and that explains why so many early sports involve a
lot of throwing sharp spears, stakes and rocks, and some of those qualities
are still used in sports today, like javelin, discus, shot put, and many more.
What was the first official sporting event?
The first official sporting event was 776 BC, the first Olympic games, and it
was in Greece. The sports that were involved were; chariot races, wrestling,
jumping, discus and javelin throwing—the Ancient Greeks introduced formal
sports to the world. They held the Olympics in Olympia Greece, to honour
the Greek God Zeus.
What is the oldest sport?
The oldest sport is regarded to be wrestling, and started in 708 BC. It started
in Ancient Egypt, during the 5th Dynasty (a Dynasty is a series of rulers
sharing a common origin). When the Romans took control of Egypt in 30 BC,
Wrestling evolved. Jean Exbroyat was the first professional wrestler in 1848,
he was a French Showman.

Where was football invented?
Football goes back to the second century B.C. in China during the Han
Dynasty, where an ancient form of football - Tsu Chu was played. Tsu Chu
was a stuffed leather ball, and it was played on the emperor's birthday.
Why is football so worldly celebrated?
Football is played in most countries in the world, and this means there is a
higher number of top-quality players, which is greater than any other sport.
This means that more people are going to want to play football, because of
all the talent, and inspiration.
What is the most played ball sport?
1 Football 4.0 Billion
2 Cricket 2.5 Billion
3 Hockey (Ice and Field) 2 Billion
4 Tennis 1 Billion
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